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Titan Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, 24 - Rogue, David Mack, The time is
8:00 P.M.Jack Bauer is a man without a country, a fugitive hunted by the most powerful nations in
the world. He lives on the run, survives by his wits, and finds purpose in his exile by waging a one-
man war against those who profit from the deaths and sufferings of others.On a self-imposed
crusade to destroy the criminal empire of international arms dealer Karl Rask, Jack has infiltrated
the crew of one of Rask's freighters. But his mission is disrupted when the ship is hijacked by a band
of suspiciously well-informed pirates off the coast of Somalia.As Jack fights to free the ship, he
discovers a deadly secret hidden in its hold: a prize the pirates were hired to steal and that could be
used to ignite a world war-unless Jack captures it first.An all-new Jack Bauer adventure by New
York Times bestselling author David Mack.
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ReviewsReviews

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke

This ebook is great. I really could comprehended every thing using this composed e ebook. Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and it is only
following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Her m inia  B la nda-- Her m inia  B la nda
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